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Mobile solutions for telemedicine
Carts are an important feature in healthcare facilities and 
critical care areas. Lightweight, customizable, infection-
control-friendly, and easy to maneuver, carts provide quick 
and flexible access to medical equipment. A well-designed 
medical cart not only improves the lives of caregivers and 
patients, it protects them. That’s why compliance to IEC 
60601-1 should be your first consideration when buying a 
medical cart. All CIM carts, whether pre-configured models or 
custom-designed solutions are fully compliant. Our carts are 
collapse-resistant. They pass impact and threshold testings 
to ensure that they withstand accidents and general wear and 
tear. We consider infection prevention, rough handling, strain 
on the user, tensile safety factors, correct labeling or pinch 
points. Safety without compromise when it comes to the lives 
and well-being of people.

Product marking
All CIM carts are CE marked. As medical product risk class 
1 they are conform with the regulations (EU) 2017/745 
(MDR) and IEC 60601-1, 3rd Edition. The current standard 
IEC 60601-1 for electrical and mechanical safety is the 3rd 
Edition. Other standards of the IEC 60601 series are not 
applicable to our products, regardless of their version. 

Qualified modularity without fear
Modularity is the use of similar modules in multiple products. 
This allows designs to be customized, upgraded, repaired or 
adjusted to future demands. With less than a 100 components 
CIM med may offer thousands of cart combinations. 
The benefits of modularity are obvious. While swapping 
components as requirements change seems to optimize the 
return on investment, we have to consider that adjusting a 
medical product must be thoroughly documented to prove 
conformity and later traceability. At CIM med, we never leave 
anything in the grey zone.

CIM Carts - Robust. Reliable. Safe.
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MONITOR & KEYBOARD CART

Monitor specific mounting adapter 

Keyboard tray with or without fold-up function 

Infection-control friendly materials

Lockable castors

Compact design for space-constraint situations

Smooth design for easy cleaning 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Additional accessories page 8 
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CART FOR TELECOMMUNICATION

Facilitates communication between physician, caregiver and patient. Ideal for use in 
all medical departments as well as care homes or doctors’ offices.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Additional accessories page 8 

Ergonomic workstation 

Flexible camera holder

Trays and drawers for your accessories

Highest infection prevention credentials

Patient monitoring flexibly positioned
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HEAVY LOAD CART 
WITH HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

Height adjustable monitor and keyboard mount for standing 
and sitting work positions

A maximum of flexibility thanks to a huge variety of accessories

Highest infection prevention credentials 

Flexible camera or webcam holder

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Additional accessories page 8 
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A huge variety of accessories is available to equip your cart as needed. Please note that not all accessories are available for every 
cart configuration. Please contact our product specialists who are happy to help with your configuration. 

CPU clamp Keyboard tray Power supply enclosure Power supply holster Handle

BasketsDrawers Dual cable hook Triple cable hook Universal clamp

Accessories 
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